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Offered through the education team

Designs by © kQwastnot &

https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/Athabascan/Witsuwit%E2%80%99en/Witsuwit%E2%80%99en/learn/words/ac14d4fe-8b5f-4436-a1be-d881e457b58a


Key for understanding
cultural context ~ our choice of words or terminology

• borders = representations on current maps
• beings = non-human life forms (animal)
• territories = indigenous nations understanding of traditional lands/waters
• moving across borders = non-physical barriers (self or government imposed)
• word choice and language = English, Kwakwala, Wet'suwet'en and Sencoten 

are used interchangeably to invite an intercultural lens
• we invite you to reflect on internal & external connections you have to this 

curriculum and the unique lens you bring as you enter this pathway = our hope 
is to inspire more possible directions of thought and exploration to open up

• ts'elkiy' (or eel) is a term from Wet'suwet'en language

https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/Athabascan/Witsuwit%E2%80%99en/Witsuwit%E2%80%99en/learn/words/ac14d4fe-8b5f-4436-a1be-d881e457b58a


Where does ts'elkiy' make its home?

ts’elkiy’ moves between freshwater and saltwater
CONSIDER: How are ts’elkiy connected to salmon? Why do we see 
these beings through different lenses? What do you imagine they 
might see on their journeys between freshwater and saltwater?

ts’elkiy’ connects the waters and the land
CONSIDER: What are the many gifts ts’elkiy offers their 

communities? How is ts’elkiy’ connected to wolf or bear?

INVITATION:Explore the close relative of ts’elkiy’ (Pacific 
Lamprey) in Lake Cowichan through a science lens (link)

https://cowichanwatershedboard.ca/the-vancouver-lamprey-aka-the-cowichan-lamprey/


Migration across ‘borders’ 
• In addition to travelling between freshwater rivers and salty ocean 

waters, this being also moves through multiple indigenous territories 
(‘borders’) where is it has high value and can be seen as a wealth 

• As this being is migratory, it demonstrates the need for collaboration 
and working together to protect and value this being as it moves 
through borders and territories. 

• What might this collaboration look like? 

• Dams in the rivers (physical barriers) are the biggest barrier to the 
movement of this being

https://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/40842757.pdf
http://www.wetsuweten.com/files/PTP_FHCP_Response_to_DFO-25Nov13-Final.pdf


"From my personal understanding, the Lampreys are fished and cured 
in many of the same ways as Sockeye and Chinook salmon. It was 
more so a Wet'suwet'en delicacy than one used by my people. Their 
populations are extremely low compared to the historical averages 
according to oral history. I heard that in the past, they would pool up 
and wriggle en masse at certain points in the river (obstructions or 
falls) and could be easily captured. In my lifetime, even as a fisherman 
and river guide, I have never seen a single lamprey in our watershed."

Story shard by: Nii'Lax Aks ~ Kolin Sutherland-Wilson (Gitxsan-Fireweed Clan) 

What has value? 

Wet’suwet’en observations have shown a 

sharp decrease in the abundance of 

this being over the last few decades

WHERE HAVE ALL OF THE ts’elkiy’ GONE? 

HOW CAN WE HELP?

INVITATION: To deepen your reflection around value, 
explore our curriculum Here

CONSIDER: What is our sense of value? What 

great value do you see in this photo? What is 
a delicacy to you/your family?

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/curriculum-to-accompany-Conversation-Monelot.pdf


Delgamuukw Case 
• A court case handled by the supreme court of Canada in which 

the Gitxsan and Wet’suwet’en peoples claimed Aboriginal title and 
jurisdiction over their territories. 

• This ruling by the was the first comprehensive account of Aboriginal title

• The Court confirmed that the Wet’suwet’en never surrendered title to their 
ancestral land.  Evidence outlining their hereditary governance system was 
accepted and included  in this case. 

• The Supreme Court ruled that, “oral histories are valid evidence and that 
Aboriginal title exists as an exclusive territorial right that results from 
Indigenous peoples’ ancestral use and occupation of the land.” 

“Why is the legal system not honoring this decision?”
“Who benefits from avoiding this decision?”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gitxsan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wet%CA%BCsuwet%CA%BCen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aboriginal_title


Current decisions also impacting  
….are we listening to these ?

In 2019, BC passed Bill 41 – 2019: Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples Act link to bill

Meanwhile, the Nuchatlaht Nation is taking the B.C. government to 
court on a claim of Aboriginal title to reclaim their rightful role as 

stewards of their unceded territory. 
Find out more: Here

“Decisions need to be founded in comprehensive 
assessments that reflect public interest and 

respect Indigenous human rights and the 
decision-making of Indigenous nations.”

https://www.leg.bc.ca/parliamentary-business/legislation-debates-proceedings/41st-parliament/4th-session/bills/third-reading/gov41-3
https://chuffed.org/project/nuchatlaht-rainforest-defence-fund


Take a moment to pause, digest and reflect on  what you’ve been reminded of…. 
choose just ONE thought to add to this space



Resilience like bear? Adaptable like raven?

INVITATION: Consider how to weather the storm of change by visiting A Pathway Together (Slide # 25)

INVITATION: Explore Resilience & Adaptability further in our Marbled Murrelet Curriculum

● Ts’elkiy’ is a highly adaptable and resilient being throughout its’ life cycle,  adapting from fresh water 
to salt water, but  it is not resilient to environmental and landscape changes. Like the Marbled 
Murrelet, ts’elkiy’ is dependent on the stability of its nursery environment and the health of the 
fresh and saltwater environments it lives in. 

● ts’elkiy’ life begins in a sedentary stage, where it spends 4-6 years as a larva. It is vulnerable to 
chemicals in the water, the loss of slow pooling water and the loss of these waters entirely. In these 
nurseries, ts’elkiy’ larvae are also an essential food source for other beings. 

● The key component of Wet’suwet’en management regarding ts’elkiy’ is to ensure their sustainability 
and well-being remains intact. Ts’elkiy’ are sensitive to environmental change, especially in regard to 
water quality. Any adverse change to this Wet’suwet’en management mandate is an infringement to 
Wet’suwet’en title and governance.

● What happens to  ts’elkiy’ happens to us.

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/marbled-murrelet-educational-packet/


What is your relationship with the word parasite?
Reflect on the word parasite or parasitic, what does it mean? 

What are the different ways we can think about parasitic relationships? 

Can they be positive, negative or neutral? 

What are different ways that we treat beings or ideas that we are afraid of? 

What are some things that we often don’t talk about because of our fears?

Ts’elkiy’ numbers are often not tracked and therefore we do not “officially” know 
how their community is being affected by pipelines, commercial fishing, climate 
change etc. In this document, we see gaps in tracking.

Why might this be? 

INVITATION: Explore similar questions in our Little Brown Bat Curriculum 

CONSIDER: Seemingly willful ignorance has allowed this 
relative to be out of mind

http://www.wetsuweten.com/files/PTP_FHCP_Response_to_DFO-25Nov13-Final.pdf
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/little-brown-bat-educational-packet/


How can we reimagine the interconnection of ts’elkiy’? Share your Ideas



Sne kal yëgh....Huy ch q'u.... HÍSW ̱ḴE.... & háʔnəŋ cən

Thank you

• Gratitude to all the many hands minds & hearts that contributed to our 
rich feast for our minds … for the opportunity to put on another 'pair of 
glasses' to see

• Please remember to send us your creations (via email)…. We would love 
to hear from you

• We invite you to start with one thing ... just one thing ... take one action 
to help

• Explore A Pathway Together … an invitation into a relationship from 
an intercultural lens that reimagines what a future pathway could be.

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/a-pathway-together/

